BOWERMAN LECTURES - REFERENCES AND RELATED READINGS

LECTURE 1, INTRODUCTION; SPATIAL CATEGORIZATION


Bowerman, M. & Pederson, E. (In prep.) Cross-linguistic perspectives on topological spatial relationships. (Preliminary version presented at the annual meeting of the American
Anthropological Association, San Francisco, 1992; see Bowerman & Choi 2001 for a summary.)


Lecture 2, Space (cont.) & Mechanisms of Semantic Category Construction
(See also Lecture 1 refs. for many of the refs. mentioned in Lecture 2)


LECTURE 3, ACQUISITION OF GRAMMATICAL MORPHEMES


A few additional references on the acquisition of tense and aspect markers (see also Shirai & Andersen, above).


Shirai, Y., Slobin, D. I., & Weist, R. E. (Eds.) (1998). First Language, 18: special issue on the acquisition of tense-aspect morphology. (See Introduction for an overview of the issues, and articles by a variety of authors who examine what we can learn about this problem from looking at children acquiring Russian, Turkish, Mandarin, Japanese, etc.)